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5-9-2016 Saudi Arabia Is Left in Ashes 5-10-2016 No Gas Stations On Earth! 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife to expand into the Universe of going faster than the speed of light 
and of course getting the Gravity Engine Invented before London now that they have a 
Polygamous Mayor. 
5-9-2016 Saudi Arabia Is Left in Ashes 5-10-2016 No Gas Stations On Earth! 
5-9-2016 A Canadian Oil Sands Boom Town Is Left in Ashes of Jewish Children Hillary poured 
gasoline over and set on fire to burn the evidence of Holocaust II + III By DAN LEVIN and IAN 
AUSTEN NY Times. Fast-moving fiery cop car wrecks as the "wildfires" have consumed entire 
swaths of every city and town world wide. Fort McMurray, a town that had drawn residents 
with fat paychecks and kickbacks from BP Oil now sends them to Hell for trillions of years. 
NASA failed to put out the "Wildfires" of SUV's that litter every highway in the USA. Warning 
to the Admirals in the Navy who Watch Mercury sail past the sun and NASA Admirals who plot 
a way to sink the Navy Admirals Jimmy Carter II Nuke Sub. Boom Town is Cape Canaveral not 
some Oil Sands Town in Canada. The Pentagon is going to buy F-35's not 1,700 cars in a Super 
Shuttle Train. MIT professors are the war time profiteers. "Other goings-on in the galaxy." By 
ALEXANDRA S. LEVINE is not reported with the Admirals Purchase of 1,700 F-35's and fleets 
of Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. Pentagon will be renamed NASA... "Other goings-on in the 
galaxy." "Other goings-on in the galaxy." will get NASA's name on the Pentagon. Pentagon 
Alcohol-related birth defects + diesel related birth defects will cost them $777 Trillion in 
compensation after a successful coup. Enough to stop production of the F-35 Jewish Alien Killer 
Fighter Jets! 

5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 

5-9-2016 Oil Sands Production. Oil sands are composed of bitumen, sand, water, and clay, and 
must be physically separated prior to further processing. The separated bitumen is processed 
into synthetic crude oil using various technologies such as coking and hydrocracking and 
requires hydrogen to complete the transformation. With additional hydrogen, the synthetic 



crude oil is further refined into value-added products like gasoline and diesel fuel. 

5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 

5-9-2016 Oil Sands Production... of Diesel spray painted black clouds of poison atoms and 
molecules are only Today Visible as they enter the DNA of kids Hillary didn't burn to death 
outright. Trucks in front of you in traffic today painting the sky with black clouds of diesel 
travel light years across the highways to the Elementary Schools at Sandy Hook and Oil Sands 
Production towns in Canada. Teaching the kids English when Canada oil men know they are 
poisoning American Children with diesel production. Sands of Time are about to arrest 
everyone in Canada. No they will not be know as "Baby Killers" but I will think of a good name 
for them, grin! Tons of Soot from the Canada Oil Sands forest fires had already made its way 
into trillions of DNA cells in numerous adults and children in Canada and the USA. This was 
not a Editorial in the New York Times and never will be! Canada Schools failed to teach DNA 
production for the profits of Oil Sands. Sands in the playground is much cleaner than when I 
was in school but the air has gotten poisoned with trillions of tons of diesel. Canada kids will not 
be asked to filter the soot + diesel out of the air. None today will think it just blows away and 
disappears, so schooling is getting better, grin. 

5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 

5-9-2016 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan pours gasoline over Jewish Children and sets 
them on fire in Toyota's... no apology from Abe as $777 Trillion in BP Oil revenues has been 
direct deposited in his Chase and Bank of America accounts. 

5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 

5-9-2016 White House Letter President Obama with Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan in 
Washington last year. Mr. Obama, who will attend a summit meeting in Japan this month, once 
said he would be “honored” to visit Hiroshima and Nagasaki during his presidency. Obama 
Weighs Visiting Hiroshima or Nagasaki By GARDINER HARRIS A visit to the cities where 
America dropped atomic bombs could highlight the horrors of nuclear weapons but could also 
risk being seen as an apology. 

5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 

5-9-2016 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan pours gasoline over Jewish Children and sets 
them on fire in Toyota's... no apology from Abe as $777 Trillion in BP Oil revenues has been 



direct deposited in his Chase and Bank of America accounts. 

5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 

5-9-2016 Key West Nuke Power Plant News Today is 4,200 turtles have been sucked into the 
Florida Power Plants Nuke plant, Japan has 95 nuke power plants so you do the math. No Nuke 
Power Plants on Earth from 1980 to 2016 was Nuked by these Elite Turtle Soup Makers. 

5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 

5-9-2016 New York Schools Struggle With New Rules to Help Students Learning English; The 
Good Wife on CBS really need to be the Inventor Wife and the Inspirational Wife working 24/7 
with the Good Husband learning English Rx Recipes not Sunday morning recipes for omelets. 
CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson. No one in Star Trek every got 
married, we all wondered why and now we know! 

5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 
5-9-2016 CBS Elementary will finally marry Sherlock and Joan Watson... then Sherlock will 
take a second and third wife... 

5-9-2016 

5-9-2016 "Pussy Riot" MD 
5-9-2016 MS virus in Bi-sexual men, a slow killer when given to women and now our 1984 II 
Dictators will let the White House MD put these women to death to ease their tortured end of 
life goings on... wow! 
5-9-2016 Lead Atoms... what causes miscarriages. 
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Nice! Link below is new video added today. 
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v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&list=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb 
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion 
Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click 
HERE!



Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control Invention and of course the 
"Gravity Engine" for the flying cars. 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed 
up nicely... 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html 

850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 27, 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html 



5-9-2016 Ideological split at Avengers HQ - Moslem assassin's or Jewish Aliens!! 

5-9-2016 "100 Light Year Distance" at Fort Zachary a Yale Key West Medical School Beach 
Campus... 
5-9-2016 

5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... Live 
Video Streams Reveal Secrets Of 1984 II fiery gasoline era Mother's Day 2016. 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 
poured gasoline over them and set them on fire! 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day; “Captain America: Civil War” to an ideologically Gravity Engine 
Invention spin off of the ElectricWindmillFord, Gravity of Mom, God's Best Invention 
murdered by $777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold Ups via Men's Greed, a clone of the French 
Train that took Jews to their death as the French Government owned Oil Company Today gets 
all the $$$ from every gallon of gasoline just like every Jew going by train to the gas chambers 
and the French Oil Men are on Live Video Streams in our 1984 II Society. Shock + Awe is 
nothing for Bush in Texas with Texas Oil Money for each Jew, sent to the gas chambers! 
McCain makes Mother's Day headlines with POW news not "Baby Killers" from the "Gas 
Chamber Trains" in Vietnam. “Captain America: Civil War” Downey would appear in the film 
as Tony Stark proof that it was Stark's parents whom Barnes killed in 1991 in a automobile 
carrying a case of super-soldier serum and assassinate its occupants. Zemo is Sokovian and 
wants to tear the Avengers apart in revenge for his family's death. Rogers confesses that he 
knew of this, which pushes Stark over the edge. In the ensuing fight, Stark blasts off Barnes's 
robotic arm and Rogers disables Stark's armor. Downey on stage at MIT with his Mom + Dad 
gave the audience $911 million to fun everyone's project for the year. Avengers: Age of Ultron 
had all of MIT's robotic projects in the Movie, Civil War didn't have any! Downey needs to 
invest $911 million in a LG lobotomy gas. A Yale Med School project as MIT's are "Felon's" in 
War Toy Crimes when Star Wars was killed at NASA via MIT's desire to build War Toys! 
Downey in "Star Wars" the next comical comics Movie by Marvel. NASA's Armor Space Suit is 
a cone of the Yale Hospital Suits fighting hospital acquired infections. 
5-8-2016 If Hillary were a "Real Mother on Mother's Day 2016" she would have given Children 
the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort with state of the arts Laser Guidance, No Head on 



Collisions and Drunk Drivers, she would had put Whooping Cough Vaccine in the drinking 
water world wide and No Abortions on Earth via a Godsent Miracle Invention Project... 1,001 
IP invention projects for her Children too. She would have sent her Daughter to Yale Medical 
School. Brainstormed a Rx Recipe to cure Stage 4 overnight. Had Homeland Security guard all 
the gas stations, stop 1 million women from getting sucker punched out of spite for Bill's $4 gas. 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day and Hillary Drives a French Gas Engine Car packed with Children to 
Auschwitz! 1984 II YouTube Videos too, she and Bill have driven by "Fiery Wrecks" never ever 
stopping to help a Mom on Fire! 52 children killed when 2 buses, fuel tanker collide in 
Afghanistan... 53 Children in Burn Units in the USA from Mom + Dad's fiery car crash... First 
Draft: Donald Trump Says Hillary Clinton Mistreated Husband’s Female Accusers... Donald 
Trump needs to get with the Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Kids left in "HOT" cars. I imagine 
Trump has not gotten into a Hot car in many decades, when 100's of kids have died being left in 
a hot car by Hillary hung up on Bill's sex life. 

5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 

5-8-2016 Mother's Day and Hillary mistreated Jewish Children, 76,000 left in "HOT" gasoline 
engine cars; not French Train Cars to Auschwitz! 
5-8-2016 If Hillary were a "Real Mother on Mother's Day 2016" she would have had Whooping 
Cough Vaccine in the drinking water world wide and No Abortions on Earth via a Godsent 
Miracle Invention Project... 1,001 IP invention projects for her Children too. 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day and Hillary mistreated Jewish Children, 76,000 Jews that France 
deported passed through there on their way to Nazi death camps like Auschwitz. All but 2,000 
were killed. French got paid for each Jew and each gallon of Oil in 2016. 

5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 

5-8-2016 Mother's Day and Hillary mistreated Jewish Children, 76,000 remembrance for the six 
million Jews murdered in the Holocaust, thousands of whom were transported to Nazi death 
camps aboard French trains. 
5-8-2016 Jewish Children, 76,000 transported in French Cars... to Saint Jude Children's 
Hospital to die for $777 In French Oil Revenues! 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day and Hillary mistreated Jewish Children, 76,000 Now, for the first time, 
the U.S. State Department, in conjunction with France, will distribute $60 million in 
reparations. Survivors must apply by the end of this month. 

5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 

5-8-2016 Mother's Day and Hillary mistreated Jewish Children, 76,000 U.S. government, the 
French have created a compensation fund for survivors and victims' families. In exchange, 
France will be protected from any related U.S. lawsuits. Protected from 4 MD Wives Coup 
D'Etat the new 1984 III Dictators! Former Ambassador Stuart Eizenstat negotiated the 
agreement. 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day and Hillary mistreated Jewish Children, 76,000 left in "HOT" gasoline 



engine cars; not French Train Cars to Auschwitz! 
5-8-2016 Queen Elizabeth will die and go to Hell for trillions of years, Holocaust II + III Gas + 
Oil will go down in British History same as the Opium Wars with China. 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 
5-8-2016 “She’s married to a man who was impeached for lying,” Mr. Trump said of Mrs. 
Clinton. “He was impeached for lying about what happened with a woman. And she’s gonna 
take ads about little Donald Trump? I don’t know. I don’t think so.” Describing Mrs. Clinton as 
an “enabler,” he added, “Some of these women were destroyed, not by him, but by the way that 
Hillary Clinton treated them after everything went down.” Over the years, some people close to 
the Clintons have described Mrs. Clinton as involved in efforts to discredit a string of women 
who made accusations against Mr. Clinton, going back to his days as a governor of Arkansas. 
Mrs. Clinton’s allies see the issue as being pushed by Republicans looking to revive issues that 
have long been dormant, Holocaust II + III Gas + Oil is now on fire with the Canada Oil Sands 
Fires burning in the minds of everyone world wide. Hillary shipped tens of thousands of 
Elementary School kids off the Saint Jude to die from birth defects and childhood cancers. 
When will Trump use this Smog Card? "Hot Car" Cards! 

5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 
5-8-2016 Mother's Day; Hillary left kids in "HOT" cars, gave them poison air to breath... 

5-8-2016 NY Times Mother's Day Editorial's; Editorial. "Labels Like ‘Felon’ Are an Unfair Life 
Sentence" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD "The stigmatizing way we speak about people who 
have served time presents a significant barrier to reintegration" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
at the NY Times all men who will become the Mother of all Felons with the Gravity Engine 
Coup + Mom's confiscating $777 Trillion from the Saudi Felon's, grin. But seriously all Felons 
the NY Times is talking about beat the hell out of many women, then committed a felony, of 
course 99% are black men. Let God sort this out not the editors at the NY Times. "Baby 
Killers" is a Fair Life Sentence for the Vietnam Vets too. Though they are not convicted Felons 
they are "Baby Killers" from just another War by the 12 Caesar's in Rome. 
5-8-2016 
5-8-2016 

5-8-2016 
5-7-2016 First Muslim elected Mayor in London with 4 Wive's!!!! And 72 Virgins in Heaven 
only Muslim Men will get... 
5-7-2016 First Muslim elected Mayor in London with 4 Wive's!!!! And 72 Virgins in Heaven 
only Muslim Men will get... 
5-7-2016 Common Sense: was defeated in London, Paris, NYC. God Save Queen Elizabeth from 
the Canada Fire's in a modern version of Hell were Time exist in trillions of years! 
5-7-2016 First MD Mayor of Paris; Dr. André-Alfred Lemierre! 
5-7-2016 First MD Mayor of Paris; Dr. André-Alfred Lemierre! 
5-7-2016 Everyone thinks he was elected by the Elite... LONDON - Labour Party's Sadiq Khan 
won London's mayoral race early Saturday and made history as the first Muslim elected by the 
Elite in London not the "Commoners" in London, grin. He has 4 wives and none are MD 
women. I think a MD would have been the real winner for Mayor of London as the Plague's in 



London with Smog... smoking, drinking, HIV, STD's MS virus are killing many more than the 
"Plague of London" 100 years ago. Smog in London has killed more via cancers than the plague 
of London. Queen Elizabeth will die and go to Hell. Holocaust II + III will go down in British 
History same as the Opium Wars with China. Paris will be Nuked by Muslim Generals in 
Pakistan, suicide bomber with Nukes. Cartoons caused WW III. Jews in London will elect a 
Mayor and win a Nobel for the discovery of Aliens! 
5-7-2016 U.S. Strategy via Kerry-McCain, 1984 II Oil Men Is a Nuclear War with Korea! Yes 
these guys strategy was to nuke Hanoi too. Today they are Militarizing with $777 Trillion in BP 
Oil Revenues, nuking the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts on the Ford Assembly line. Nuked 
NASA's 100 "Car" Super Shuttle Space Telescope Train. Bombed the 155 Story Yale Key West 
Medical School. Killed Beau with Brain Cancer. Used Google to censor fiery cop car pictures 
and YouTube videos. Kerry-McCain voted to let the White House MD put women to death who 
have MS. This is what goes on at 1984 II HQ. 

5-7-2016 First Muslim elected Mayor in London with 4 Wive's!!!! 
5-7-2016 Common Sense: was defeated in London, Paris, NYC. 
5-7-2016 First MD Mayor of Paris; Dr. André-Alfred Lemierre! 

5-7-2016 The My Lai massacre stirred national discontent... Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were 
Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood 
Cancers!" 
5-7-2016 Fleeing Fire in Canada’s Oil Country stirred national discontent... moving to the first 
Country in the World with No Gas Stations the USA! Canada’s Oil Country massacre via 
Childhood cancers + birth defects in an era when the VP killed his own son Beau via Brain 
Cancer! 

5-7-2016 First Muslim elected Mayor in London with 4 Wive's!!!! 
5-7-2016 Common Sense: was defeated in London, Paris, NYC. 
5-7-2016 First MD Mayor of Paris; Dr. André-Alfred Lemierre! 

5-7-2016 Donald W. Duncan, 79, Ex-Green Beret and Early Critic of Vietnam War, Is Dead Mr. 
Duncan, who died in obscurity in 2009, wrote in 1966 of witnessing atrocities by American 
troops and helped organize antiwar protests. 
5-7-2016 "As North Korea’s Nuclear Program Advances, U.S. Strategy Is Tested" By DAVID E. 
SANGER and CHOE SANG-HUN 

5-7-2016 First Muslim elected Mayor in London with 4 Wive's!!!! 
5-7-2016 Common Sense: was defeated in London, Paris, NYC. 
5-7-2016 First MD Mayor of Paris; Dr. André-Alfred Lemierre! 

5-7-2016 In a UK context, people who are not members of the British nobility. The Prince of 
Wales, eldest son of the Duke of Edinburgh. Dukedoms Marquesses Marquessates Earls 
Earldoms Viscounts Viscountcies Barons Baronies Baronets Baronetcies Imagine Henry VIII 
with cameras everywhere in her bedroom... grin! 

5-7-2016 First Muslim elected Mayor in London with 4 Wive's!!!! 



5-7-2016 Common Sense: was defeated in London, Paris, NYC. 
5-7-2016 First MD Mayor of Paris; Dr. André-Alfred Lemierre! 

5-7-2016 In 1932, Dr. André Lemierre reported on 20 patients he’d seen who became ill with a 
sore throat and then went on to develop a clot in their jugular vein. The clot was infected with 
bacteria, and the disease spread from the jugular to the lungs, bones, brain and other organs 
when tiny pieces broke off, seeding the infection throughout the body. The illness came to be 
known as Lemierre’s disease, or syndrome. Lemierre’s is rare, most commonly seen in teenagers 
and young adults. And it is frequently mis diagnosed, at least initially. In one study of 
hospitalized patients, a correct diagnosis of Lemierre’s was made, on average, five days after 
admission. Most of the time the infection is caused by an unusual bacterium called 
Fusobacterium necrophorum, but it has been associated with other bugs as well. And no matter 
which bacterium caused it, in the era before antibiotics, Lemierre’s was practically a death 
sentence, with 90 percent of patients dying. Even now, it’s not a disease to be taken lightly. Up to 
18 percent of patients will die of the infection. However, it wasn’t some rare infection behind this 
man’s illness. Blood cultures drawn at Anna Jaques Hospital in Newburyport, Mass., where the 
patient went after returning home, revealed an underlying disorder that is much more common 
and much less feared: strep throat. There are millions of cases of streptococcal infections in this 
country every year, usually in the throat or on the skin. But in a tiny fraction of these cases, the 
bacterium will invade the surrounding tissues and cause a life-threatening illness, as it did with 
this man. Both the Lemierre’s and the myocarditis were caused by this strep throat gone wild. 
This kind of invasive infection must be treated with antibiotics. This patient was taking an 
antibiotic, doxycycline, because the doctors were worried initially that he might be suffering 
from some kind of tick-borne infection, but that antibiotic is ineffective against most types of 
strep. How the Diagnosis Was Made. 
5-7-2016 Common Sense: was defeated in London Diagnosis of the 2016 Plague's! Who in 
London killed 18 out of every 20 people in 2016? "The Prince" a Novel. Hemingway would have 
read this Novel many times! "The MD Prince" will win a Nobel next year, grin. 
5-7-2016 Key West News Today a Woman from Paris died snorkeling. Was this a medical error 
was not written by the reporter. 55 year old women from Paris. Catherine Gray Molay. She 
came back to the vessel without a mask on suffering shortness of breath. The crew gave her 
oxygen, but moments later she died. What is the diagnosis. iPhone 007 would have a siri 
response before she was given oxygen. Was this a Medical Error? Medical Errors... 250K in the 
NY Times headlines Today. Diagnostic errors, communication breakdowns, the failure to do 
necessary tests, medication dosage errors and other improper procedures were all considered 
medical errors in the study. 
5-7-2016 Yale Medical School Beach Campus at Fort Zachary Taylor State Park in Key West... 

5-7-2016 First Muslim elected Mayor in London with 4 Wive's!!!! 
5-7-2016 Common Sense: was defeated in London, Paris, NYC. 
5-7-2016 First MD Mayor of Paris; Dr. André-Alfred Lemierre! 

5-7-2016 First MD mayor of Paris; André-Alfred Lemierre (born July 30, 1875, in Paris; died 
1956) was a French bacteriologist.He studied in Paris where he became an externe in 1896, 
intern in 1900. He obtained his doctorate in 1904, became Médecin de Hôpitaux in 1912 and 
later worked in the Hôspital Bichat. He was habilitated in 1913 and in 1926 was promoted to 
professor of bacteriology. His works concern investigations on septicaemia, typhus, bilious and 
urine tract infections, kidney diseases, etc. He described Lemierre's syndrome in 1936 while 
working as a bacteriologist in the Claude Bernard Hospital in Paris. 

5-7-2016 First Muslim elected Mayor in London with 4 Wive's!!!! 



5-7-2016 Common Sense: was defeated in London, Paris, NYC. 
5-7-2016 First MD Mayor of Paris; Dr. André-Alfred Lemierre! 

5-7-2016 Common Sense: Facebook Has 50 Minutes of Your Time Each Day. It Wants More. 
5-7-2016 “I think they’re making a statement by not wearing one,” said Jeanne Safer, a 
psychotherapist in New York. “It may unconsciously signal availability for adultery, either 
actually or in fantasy.” Judi Winston Katz, 45, a real estate agent in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 
agrees. She believes that ambivalence played a role in her decision not to wear a ring during her 
20-year marriage. While her former husband, whom she loved as a “best friend,” wore his ring 
right up to the day they signed their divorce papers, she found hers a “nuisance” and removed it 
after their first year of matrimony. “I always wondered if it was subconsciously because I didn’t 
want to be married to him,” she wrote in an email. “It never occurred to me that we wouldn’t,” 
she said. In marriage, she believes, “you exchange your pathologies. You should exchange rings, 
too.” 

5-7-2016 First Muslim elected Mayor in London with 4 Wive's!!!! 
5-7-2016 Common Sense: was defeated in London, Paris, NYC. 
5-7-2016 First MD Mayor of Paris; Dr. André-Alfred Lemierre! 

5-7-2016 Why didn't Chase + Bank of America Put the Chip in the Wedding Ring with wifi 
activation? "Why Apple Pay and Other Mobile Wallets Beat Chip Cards" To fight fraud, the 
retail industry has shifted away from traditional magnetic credit cards in favor of cards with 
embedded computer chips. They’re slow. iPhone Dash Cam to fight fraud. 

5-7-2016 First Muslim elected Mayor in London with 4 Wive's!!!! 
5-7-2016 Common Sense: was defeated in London, Paris, NYC. 
5-7-2016 First MD Mayor of Paris; Dr. André-Alfred Lemierre! 

5-7-2016 
5-7-2016 
5-7-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 
5-7-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... thanks to Obama's $777 
Trillion Godsend sent to Allah in the last 8 years of oil revenues $$$. 
5-7-2016 Mandatory Medical School for all young women in Afghanistan... 
5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 
5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 
5-6-2016 Offering free Wi-Fi leads to an unexpected consequence at Starbucks... this story 
should be who is stopping "City" wide wifi, I would guess Comcast. Free Cable TV at Starbucks 
consequences? I would use this with the free MacBook Pro at Starbucks! 
5-6-2016 Offering a MacBook Pro at every café Table in Paris with 1,001 IP invention projects 



has expected consequences we can all image as the Gravity Engine Invention and a Cure for 
Stage 4. Who is stopping this? 
5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 
5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 
5-6-2016 Kids in the USA birth defects and childhood cancers Curtailed; by the outbreak of the 
Canadian Wildfires Oil Sands Production... FORT MCMURRAY, Alberta. 
5-6-2016 By FERNANDA SANTOS New York Times. When strong, shifting winds are driving 
the flames, of Oil Men's Greed deep into their Holocaust II quick sands who can put out the fire 
of kids in the USA with birth defects and childhood cancers from Canada Oil Sands Production 
in a Era that should be No Gas Stations on Earth? Mapping the Holocaust: "How Jews Were 
Taken to Their Final Destinations" By ISABEL KERSHNER New York Times. Isabel writes 
Holocaust II kids are taken to Saint Jude to die! Speaker Paul D. Ryan said on Thursday that he 
was not ready to support the candidacy of Donald J. Trump. No one in the World not even Pope 
Francis is ready to support kids with birth defects + childhood cancers from Canada Oil Sands 
Production! 

5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 
5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 

5-6-2016 Avengers: Age of Kids with Birth Defects + cancers from Canada Oil Sands Production 
on fire in the minds of everyone on Earth today. 
5-6-2016 Armed militants attacked a major Chevron oil and gas facility off Nigeria's southern 
coast today. 

5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 
5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 

5-6-2016 Black Men, Violence and ‘Fierce Urgency’ Charles M. Blow. New York Times. Obama 
is a Mass Murderer of White Cops in Fiery Cop Car Wrecks the last 8 year via kickbacks from 
BP + Texas Oil men. ‘Fierce Urgency’ to stop fiery Cop Cars + SUV's has been successfully 
stopped by a very White Bush on Google's YouTube you will NOT find any Fiery Cop Cars for 
2016 but there were 100's world wide! Charles Writes Obama praised in the 2014 
announcement of his My Brother’s Keeper initiative but if black men are not on camera they 
will kill you all. Yet the iBlackBodyCam is to Orwellian for Obama. If Black lives really 
mattered, activists would focus on black-on-black violence on Camera on Facebook account 
posted in their Facebook account all threats and violence. There is something pathologically 
broken about blackness that makes black people prone to self-destruction. OJ + OJ Clones were 
created by whites for violence and to kill others Charles Blow writes. Charles Blow a black man 
at the New York Times write white elite men at Yale + Harvard created the violence of Black 
Men and that the only cure is 24/7 Orwellian Cameras and every violent threat posted to their 
Facebook and Employers accounts. IP invention project of LG lobotomy gas was not mentioned 
by Charles but he must know it's one of my pet IP invention projects for Pentagon Generals 
drinking water. Grin. A 44-year-old mother who was in the process of picking up her children at 
High Point High School was fatally shot by her estranged husband, a black man police said. 1 
hour ago, today 5-6-2016. Note rush hour's fiery car wrecks will not be reported today or 



tomorrow. 

5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 
5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 

5-6-2016 Should Prostitution Be a Crime? New York Times Today. A growing movement of sex 
workers and activists is making the decriminalization of sex work a feminist issue. By EMILY 
BAZELON Emily at the New York Times wrote this when all the Editors at the NY Times 
"Men" need to write all their experiences with each prostitute they have had sex with for part II 
of Emily's article. Emily really needs to write the stories of SWF's in Mecca and UAE sex for 
money in Part III. Emily needs to write the story of Kerry, McCaine, Bill Clinton, prostitution 
use stories, all of them for Part IV in the New York Times. Tijuana thrives, so does a problem 
caused by many of the vices drawing thousands of visitors south of the border with Mexico every 
year... Part V for Emily. Tijuana Real Street Prostitutes part 1 - YouTube link. I hear Trump 
screaming; Emily you are Fired from the New York Times, grin. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpfO_QSB5BA 
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5-6-2016 Holocaust II: "NYC Jew kids Were Taken to Their Final Destinations at Saint Jude for 
Oil Sands Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers!" 

5-6-2016 
5-6-2016 
5-6-2016 
5-5-2016 Greg's Wedding Day 1965 
5-5-2016 Greg's Wedding Day 1965 
5-5-2016 Donald Trump Discusses How He’ll Select a "Wife" By MAGGIE HABERMAN and 
ASHLEY PARKER NY Times. 
5-5-2016 Greg in Key West will Discusses How I'll Select many MD's "Wife's" when no longer a 
POW of our 1984 II Dictators with syphilis in their frontal lobes, grin! Best Revenge is a Better 
Invention! 
5-5-2016 Review: ‘Crude,’ and That Refers to More Than Oil... 1984 II HQ 
5-5-2016 Castro reading the New York Times Today will make Cuba "No Smoking" at any age, 
grin! Best Revenge is a "Invention" grin. California Raising Smoking Age to 21 By ADAM 
NAGOURNEY NY Times! 
5-5-2016 Flint the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 
5-5-2016 Flint the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 
5-5-2016 Was NYC ever the richest city in the USA??? 
5-5-2016 Was NYC ever the richest city in the USA??? "De Blasio Asks State Senate for 7 More 
Years of Control Over Schools" By KATE TAYLOR NY Times 007 iPhone's built into the 



MacBook Pro and on top of the Treadmill Desk in every "Class" room at every School in NYC 
open 24/7 every day of the year will make NYC the richest city in the World surpassing Mecca 
Today built by Bin Laden Construction not Apple! Apple can keep its place as the North Star. 
Can NYC, Hell No We Won't Go, hear the reporters at their desk at the NY Times screaming 
reading this, grin! Apple needs to take a series of bigger, bolder risks. Spend the $777 Trillion 
confiscated from Mecca Oil Company! 
5-5-2016 Was NYC ever the richest city in the USA??? 
5-5-2016 Key West News Today a Woman from Paris died snorkeling. Was this a medical error 
was not written by the reporter. 55 year old women from Paris. Catherine Gray Molay. She 
came back to the vessel without a mask on suffering shortness of breath. The crew gave her 
oxygen, but moments later she died. What is the diagnosis. iPhone 007 would have a siri 
response before she was given oxygen. Was this a Medical Error? Medical Errors... 250K in the 
NY Times headlines Today. Diagnostic errors, communication breakdowns, the failure to do 
necessary tests, medication dosage errors and other improper procedures were all considered 
medical errors in the study. 
5-5-2016 Yale Medical School Beach Campus at Fort Zachary Taylor State Park in Key West... 
5-5-2016 "‘I’ve Got Your Back,’ Obama Tells Flint Residents" By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and 
JULIE BOSMAN Front page picture of Obama drinking a glass of water... what is in this 
Orwellian Water, last of the Polio Vaccine from Pakistan with no Polio Vaccine, yes, yes, yes. 
Flint 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort the 1 Trillionth one coming off the assembly line today, 
May 5th. ‘I’ve Got Your Back,’ Flint the richest city in the USA today thanks to Ford... ‘I’ve 
Got Your Back,’ I'll get back to you I have to fly to Dubai. 

5-5-2016 Flint the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 
5-5-2016 Flint the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 

5-5-2016 Man Pleads Guilty to Killing Girl, 15, in 2012 rape and strangling of a girl in the Bronx 
a week before her 16th birthday... Crude Homeland Security!! Vega, 38, pleaded guilty. "‘I’ve 
Got Your Back,’ Obama Tells 19K women who will be murdered in 2016. "‘I’ve Got Your 
Back,’ Obama Tells! 
5-5-2016 Vega (a Lyr, a Lyrae, Alpha Lyrae) is the brightest star in the constellation Lyra, the 
fifth brightest star in the night sky and the second brightest star in the northern celestial 
hemisphere, after Arcturus. It is a relatively close star at only 25 light-years from Earth, and, 
together with Arcturus and Sirius, one of the most luminous stars in the Sun's neighborhood. 
5-5-2016 Vega has been extensively studied by astronomers... FBI. 
5-5-2016 Vega is only about a tenth of the age of the Sun, but since it is 2.1 times as massive its 
expected lifetime is also one tenth of that of the Sun. 
5-5-2016 Review: ‘Crude,’ and That Refers to More Than Oil... 1984 II HQ 

5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 
5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... thanks to Obama's $777 
Trillion Godsend sent to Allah in the last 8 years of oil revenues $$$. 

5-5-2016 Obama Pictured on the front page of Todays New York Times with a glass of Water 
with lead in it... hepatitis C death in Detroit Schools are classified by Obama. 19,659 deaths 
caused by hepatitis C how many by lead in the water? Obama is Crude as these statistics, MS 
women who are dying a slow death but they will all die from MS is classified too. it is the most 
common reason for liver transplants in Saudi Princes and sales of organs. 



5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 
5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... thanks to Obama's $777 
Trillion Godsend sent to Allah in the last 8 years of oil revenues $$$. 

5-5-2016 30,000 people are acquiring hepatitis C each year 
5-5-2016 Deaths from the liver disease hepatitis C reached an all-time high in 2014, killing more 
Americans than HIV, tuberculosis and staph infections. 
5-5-2016 Crude Collateral Damage in MS women for Bi-sexual men at 1984 II HQ now put to 
death to put them out of their tortured death by the White House MD, Crude! 

5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 
5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... thanks to Obama's $777 
Trillion Godsend sent to Allah in the last 8 years of oil revenues $$$. 

5-5-2016 Holocaust A woman with MS and a picture of Obama reads an inscription near the 
eternal flame during the annual Names Reading ceremony to commemorate those who perished 
from Bi-sexual Men spreading terrible STD diseases that are deadly as Obama as OJ with a 
Virus Knife. Holocaust, in the Hall of Remembrance at the United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum in Washington a town run by pimps like Bush hand in hand with Saudi Princes. 
Comfort women from Japan and Tokyo will not rescue sex slaves in Mecca! 

5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 
5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... thanks to Obama's $777 
Trillion Godsend sent to Allah in the last 8 years of oil revenues $$$. 

5-5-2016 "Emergency declared in Canadian oil-sands town ravaged by wildfire" As night 
turned to day, and day into night again, the air in Fort McMurray, Alberta, remained thick with 
smoke. After a massive wildfire that has been raging since the weekend prompted a mandatory 
evacuation of the 80,000-resident Canadian city 

5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 
5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... thanks to Obama's $777 
Trillion Godsend sent to Allah in the last 8 years of oil revenues $$$. 

5-5-2016 Inventor's Shakespeare's “Romeo and Juliet” has opened to audiences in the Gaza 
Strip, albeit with a distinctly Gravity Engine + Rx Recipe Cancer Cure twist... of dialog 
brainstorming lines no actor can remember without taking the memory pill on stage. 
5-5-2016 1,001 IP invention projects on twitter by Trump; Half of teenagers in the United States 
feel addicted to their mobile phones, with most checking the devices at least every hour and 
feeling pressured to respond immediately to messages, a survey released on Tuesday found. IP 
invention projects messages on a New Twitter. Gilead Sciences, the maker of Harvoni and 
Sovaldi, should be Tweeting its Rx recipe of Harvoni and Sovaldi, to teens. To get a better Rx 
Recipe. Trump this Rx Recipe on all post. grin. 

5-5-2016 Mecca is really the richest city in the USA today May 5th... 


